Introduction
In this paper, we discuss Thurston's inequalities for foliations on 3-manifolds, which are closely related to Thurston-Bennequin's inequalities for contact structures (on 3-manifolds). They hold if the structures are convex in some sense.
As the theory of foliations and contact topology have exhibited so many similarities, Eliashberg and Thurston [ETh] developed the theory of confoliations to clarify the reason as well as to unify two theories to a certain extent. The relation between the above inequalities is one of its main subjects.
The main result of this paper is to show the violation of Thurston's inequality for spinnable foliations (i.e., a foliation associated with an open book decomposition) under certain conditions on the monodromy (Theorem c, C), as well as the (non-)vanishing of the Euler class of the tangent bundle to those foliations (Theorem a, A, Proposition b, B). These results are stated in §2 and proved in §3. In §4, some application to the mapping class of the monodromy is given, by passing through the relative inequality from the absolute one. One of the key ideas in this paper is to introduce the notion of being (non-)skinny for the monodromy. This notion is described along the statements of the main results. In the rest of this section we review Thurston's inequality and some relevant results concerning monodromy of spinnable foliations.
Thurston's Inequality
Let F be a transversely (and therefore also tangentially) oriented codimension one foliation on a closed oriented 3-manifold M. Assume that F has no Reeb components. Then and its variants Bennequin's inequalities.) In general, the inequality holds if and only if the structure is tight ( [B] , [E] ).
Bennequin first proved relative Thurston's inequality for the standard Reeb foliation, in order to deduce his inequality for the standard contact structure on S 3 . Moreover, as is mentioned in the next subsection, now we know a lot of other foliations which satisfy relative Thurston's inequality, even though they have Reeb components. We would like to begin the study of Thurston's inequalities for foliations with Reeb components in this paper. The main result is the violation of absolute Thurston's inequality for a certain class of foliations. As a consequence, we see that a certain class of diffeomorphism on a surface is isotopic neither to a product of right-handed Dehn twists nor to that of left-handed Dehn twists.
Convergence of Contact Structures to Foliations
Now let us explain our motivation from the contact topological view point. The phenomena of the convergence of contact structures to foliations as plane fields were recognized and well studied in the work of confoliations [ETh] (see also [Mi1] ). Especially, if a family of tight contact structures converges to a foliation, (relative as well as absolute) Thurston's inequality holds. Here we should remark that the converse does not hold, i.e., there exists a family of overtwisted contact structures which converges to the standard Reeb foliation [Mi2] . Thurston and Winkelnkemper [ThW] found a canonical way to construct a contact structure from a spinnable structure (=an open book decomposition). It is also known that an oriented closed 3-manifold is the boundary of a compact Stein surface if and only if it admits a spinnable structure whose monodromy is a product of right-handed Dehn twists ( [LoP] ). Combined with this, Mori's result on Thurston-Winkelnkemper's construction implies the following theorem.
Theorem ( [LoP] , [Mo] 2) Determine the subclass of 1) for which relative Thurston's inequality holds. 3) Prove the inequality for the class of 2) directly in the framework of 3-dimensional topology, like Bennequin's work [B] , without passing through global analytic methods on 4-manifolds (e.g. moduli of pseudo-holomorphic curves, Seiberg-Witten theory etc.).
Our aim in this paper is to study a part of Problem 1) for spinnable foliations.
Statement of Results
Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold. A spinnable structure (or an open book decomposition) S = (L, F, π) on M is a fibred link L in M with a specified fibration. In other words, the axis of a spinnable structure is an oriented link L = ∪ i L i in M and the spinnable structure is nothing but a fibration π : M − L → S 1 which behaves nicely near the axis. Precisely, with respect to a framing
x/|x| = ω ∈ R/Z. Then a spinnable structure can be expressed by a monodromy dif-
where F is the Seifert surface
, and ϕ is assumed to be supported in intF . Let S ϕ denote the spinnable structure equipped with a fixed monodromy ϕ.
Here we have to remark that the orientation of the link L determines the orientations of the normal disk D 2 , the base space S 1 (≈ ∂D 2 ) and the fibre F , respectively. Then the oriented boundary ∂F is parallel to L in the same direction.
Spinnable Foliations
Given a spinnable structure S ϕ , we construct a depth one foliation F ϕ with Reeb components on a tubular neighbourhood R of the axis L and non-compact leaves obtained from the fibres turbulized along the border leaves ∂R (see Figure 1 ). 
Results
To state the first result, we assume that the axis of a spinnable structure is connected for a while. Therefore, as a monodromy diffeomorphism ϕ, we only consider a diffeomorphism of a once punctured compact oriented surface which fixes the boundary. It is well known that such a diffeomorphism can be written as a product of Dehn twists up to isotopy. Figure 2 shows a system of loops C 0 , C 1 , . . . , C 2g along which Dehn twists τ C i 's generate the mapping class group of the surface (see [Li] and [H] ). This set of generators is called the Dehn-Lickorish-Humphries generators (D-L-H generators, for short). 
Condition (i) In the fixed D-L-H presentation, the monodromy ϕ is presented as
ϕ = τ j 0 C 0 τ j 1 C 1 τ j 3 C 3 · l k=4 τ j k k , j 0 j 1 j 3 = 0 (τ k = τ C i k , i k ∈ {5, 6, . . . , 2g}, k = 1, . . . ,
l).
Namely τ C 2 and τ C 4 do not appear and τ C 0 , τ C 1 , and τ C 3 do appear.
Under this condition, the generators τ C 0 , τ C 1 and τ C 3 commute with any other generators. Then we have the following criterion for the Euler class being of infinite order.
Proposition b Assume that the monodromy ϕ of a spinnable foliation F ϕ satisfies the conditions (i). Then, the Euler class e(T F ϕ ) is of infinite order if and only if the following condition (ii) is satisfied.
Condition (ii) 1 j 0 + 1 j 1 + 1 j 3 = 0.
Theorem c Assume the conditions (i) and (ii) for the monodromy ϕ of a spinnable foliation F ϕ . Then absolute Thurston's inequality does not hold, i.e., there exists an
In order to prove Theorem c, we will find a closed oriented surface in the exterior of the axis on which the evaluation of the Euler class is not zero (Proposition b). Then one can perform surgery on this surface to get another closed oriented surface with far less genus, which shows the violation of Thurston's inequality.
We can again generalize (the "if" part of) Proposition b and Theorem c as follows.
Here the surface F is allowed to have more than one boundary components.
Condition (I) (1) There exist a compact connected subsurface P of genus 0 in intF
and a disjoint family of simple closed curves t i,i+1 (i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m, where m + 1 is taken as 1) such that the intersection of P and each t i,i+1 is an arc joining γ i and γ i+1 .
(2) The monodromy ϕ is given as the product
e., there exists an arc which joins ∂F and P
∪ t 1,2 ∪ · · · ∪ t m,1 without meeting l k=m+1 δ k . Condition (II) 1 j 1 + · · · + 1 j m = 0.
Proposition B Under the conditions (1), (2), and (3) of (I), e(T F ϕ ) is of infinite order if the condition (II) is satisfied.

Theorem C Under the conditions (I) and (II), absolute Thurston's inequality does not hold for F ϕ .
Conditions (i) and (I) are geometric condition to assure that the monodromy is nonskinny (for a fixed D-L-H presentation). Conditions (ii) and (II) further assures algebraically that the Euler class is in fact alive. Then they all together implies the followings.
Corollary d Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that the monodromy is not DLH-skinny for any D-L-H presentation.
Corollary D The conditions (I) and (II) for the monodromy ϕ implies that ϕ can not be presented as in Theorem A.
Proofs
Let M be a closed oriented 3-manifold which has a spinnable structure S = (L, F, π) with monodromy ϕ : F → F and F ϕ its spinnable foliation on M. Basically we give proofs only for Theorem a, Proposition b, and for Theorem c. Therefore, we assume that L and ∂F are knots in M. (Once they are understood, we believe it fairly straightforward to generalize them to those of Theorem A, Proposition B, and of Theorem C.) We fix 
Spinnable Foliations around L
We will describe the structure of 
and define vector fields
, Ω , the oriented span of Θ and Ω. Here the boundary ∂N(L) and the axis L are perpendicular to F ϕ . Note that we can also define the foliation F ϕ by using a Pfaff form
Proof of Theorem a
Even though, as we will see in the next subsection, Theorem a can be proved in a much simpler way, a geometric proof which we need to prove Theorem A is given here.
As above, suppose that F ϕ is obtained from a spinnable structure S = (L, F, π) with monodromy ϕ : F → F . By the assumption, ϕ can be written as the product of Dehn twists where at least one of τ C 0 , τ C 1 and τ C 3 does not appear at all. Thus we can write ϕ = l k=1 τ k where τ k denotes the Dehn twist along C i k and {i 1 , . . . , i l } does not contain at least one of 0, 1 and 3. According to this expression, we divide the mapping torus M ϕ into mapping cylinders of τ k 's and consider the "telescope" (
where
where τ l identifies the two ends F × {1} and F × {0} of the "telescope". Take a non-vanishing vector field X j on the annular support of each Dehn twist τ C j on F which is parallel to the core curve C j (j = 0, . . . , 2g). Then, on the union U i = j =i supp τ C j ⊂ F (i = 0, 1 or 3), we define a non-vanishing vector field X on U i as the sum of these vector fields X j 's except X i . See Figure 3 for the flow lines of X in the case where i = 0, i.e., τ C 0 does not appear. Next let us consider a vector field ξ 2 on R tangent to F ϕ |R. Define ξ 2 |∂R as
Remark that Θ|∂R = − ∂ ∂θ and Ω|∂R = ∂ ∂ω . Because ξ 2 |∂R rotates minus once along the meridian S 1 ω × {θ} × {1}, it naturally extends to the whole of R as a non-singular vector field ξ 2 (see Figure 5 ). 
Actually, setting x = r cos 2πω and y = r sin 2πω on the tubular neighbourhood W =
(1) of L of radius 1, we can rewrite ξ 2 on W as
Finally we fill up N(L)−intR with ξ 3 = sin 2π(ω+χθ)Θ+cos 2π(ω+χθ)Ω. Apparently, the vector fields ξ 1 , ξ 2 and ξ 3 match up to each other and define a non-singular vector field on whole of M which is tangent to F ϕ .
Computation of e(T F )
In order to make the arguments in the previous section clearer as well as to prepare for the following sections, let us consider the Poincaré dual PD[e(T F )] ∈ H 1 (M; Z) to the Euler class. Morita studied this class from the view point of crossed homomorphism on the mapping class groups (Proposition 4.1 in [M1] . See also Proposition 5.3 in [M2] as well). Here we give it a more elementary description directly related to Dehn twist. 
Lemma 1 Under the above situation, we have
PD[e(T F ψ )] = PD[e(T F )] − jρ(C, X) · [l] ∈ H 1 (M ψ ; Z).
Moreover, if ρ(C, X) = 0, the vector field X naturally induces a new vector field X ψ on M ψ without new singularities.
For the proof, see the next subsection. Now, let us explain the proof of Theorem a by this lemma. The construction of the vector field ξ 0 around the support of ϕ is explained by the latter half of the lemma. Then, in anyway, Lemma 1 implies that we can construct a vector field whose singular set is contained in a neighbourhood of the (connected) toral leaf ∂R. Then the meridian component of
killed by the meridian disk of R in H 1 (R; Z) and the longitudinal component is killed by
We could choose any integer as χ in the construction of the vector field ξ 2 in the previous subsection. This fact corresponds to the first annihilation above. We could resolve the discordance of ξ 0 and ξ 3 by modifying ξ 0 into ξ 1 . This corresponds to the second.
Proof of Proposition b
As is mentioned above, a mapping torus of a Dehn twist on a surface can be considered as the result of a Dehn surgery on the core curve of the Dehn twist in the surface times S 1 . Thus we have another description, the surgery description of (M, F ϕ ). Suppose that M has a spinnable structure with the fibration M − L → S 1 and its monodromy ϕ can
where the solid torus S 1 × D 2 (θ, r, ω) is attached to the mapping torus of the identity
The (non-twisted) product foliation {F × {ω}; ω ∈ R/Z} extends to the trivial spinnable foliation F id F . Then (M, F ϕ ) is the result of the Dehn surgeries on (i = 1, 2, . . . , 2g) as they are depicted in Figure 6 . 
Lemma 2 Suppose that the monodromy ϕ is presented as
ϕ = l k=1 τ j k k where τ k = τ C i k (i k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2g}, j k ∈ Z − {0}, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
l). Then we have
Then the boundary curve ∂D k goes around C i k direction j i times. A non-vanishing vector field X on ∂D k is a non-zero section induced from the outside of D k and therefore
at D k . This implies Lemma 2.
Now we proceed to the proof of Proposition b. The monodromy ϕ is presented as
where τ C 2 and τ C 4 do not appear. Then let P denote the subsurface of F which is bounded positively by C 0 ∪ C 1 ∪ C 3 . P is homeomorphic to a 3-punctured sphere and inherits the orientation from F . We will define three tori T 01 , T 13 and T 30 in M as follows. Let t 01 be a loop in F ⊂ M which intersects with C 0 and C 1 once respectively and does not intersect with the other curves C i (i = 0, 1). See Figure 7 .
Figure 7: The section of the tori at F .
Then rotating t 01 around L over the base S 1 ω , we have a torus T 01 in M with T 01 ∩F = t 01 . Similarly, we have other two tori T 13 and T 30 in M . We give an orientation on T pq so that the normal orientation of T pq coincides with the orientation of C q (see Figure 7) .
On the surgery description, we can assume that the Dehn surgery on C 0 , C 1 and C 3 are performed on the same level F × {0}. Remove the interior of the tubular neighbourhoods of C 0 , C 1 and C 3 in M and denote the resultant 3-manifold by M . By the abuse of language, we also denote T ij ∩ M by T ij . Take n copies of P , m 01 copies of T 01 , m 13 copies of T 13 and m 30 copies of T 30 and perform a double curve surgery on them to obtain a surface in M . See Figure 8 . Here n and m pq 's are integers and their signs mean the orientations of the surfaces.
Then if the following equation has an integral solution for some non-zero integer n, then the boundary of the resultant surface can be capped with meridian disks of the tubular neighbourhoods of C 0 , C 1 and 
This implies that the Euler class e(T F ϕ ) is of infinite order. Especially if we take
n to beñ = lcm(j 0 , j 1 ) (= lcm(j 1 , j 3 ) = lcm(j 3 , j 0 ) > 0), the surface is connected.
To show the converse, we first calculate the Euler class precisely. We can choose the vector field X so that the Dehn twist τ C i preserves X for i ≥ 5. Then ρ(C i , X) = 0 for i ≥ 5 and therefore
Moreover it is easy to see that we can assume ρ 1 = 1(= −χ(P )), ρ 0 = ρ 3 = 0 by choosing a suitable vector field X. Thus the following lemma implies the converse.
Lemma 3 The homology class
Proof. Consider the following exact sequence:
We take [C i ], i = 1, 2, 3, 5, . . . , 2g and [ C 4 ] as another basis for H 1 (F ; Z), where C 4 is the oriented loop depicted in Figure 9 .
Figure 9: Another basis for H 1 (F ; Z).
Note that C 4 is isotopic to T 30 and [
] and the exactness of the above sequence, it is sufficient to show that there exists (
that is, to show that there exists (x 2 , x 4 ) ∈ Z 2 with
.
Now the determinant of the matrix
then the inverse matrix A −1 can be written as 1 JÃ , whereÃ is a 2 × 2 integer matrix.
Hence −j 1Ã 1 0 is the desired integer vector. This implies Lemma 3.
Consequently the proof of Proposition b is completed.
Proof of Theorem c
Under the hypothesis of the theorem, Proposition b implies
we can construct a closed surface whose evaluation with e(T F ϕ ) is non-zero. Suppose that 
Proof. The Euler characteristic χ(S)
is equal to that of the disjoint union of the material surfaces, i.e., |m 13 | + |m 30 | + |m 01 | copies of a twice punctured torus,ñ copies of a 3-punctured sphere, and b copies of a disk. This implies Claim 1.
On the other hand, the Euler number of T F ϕ |S is calculated as follows. 
Claim 2. e(T F ϕ ), [S] = −ñ(=ñχ(P )).
Proof. Since the Euler class can be written as PD[e(T F ϕ
where k is any integer. Then we have
where the equality holds when k = 0. This implies Claim 3. 
> −χ(S ) .
Thus the absolute inequality does not hold. This completes the proof of Theorem c.
The Relative Inequality
If relative Thurston-Bennequin's inequality for a contact structure holds, then so does the absolute one. As to Thurston's inequality for foliations, it is not the case in general. In our situation, the violation of the absolute inequality in fact implies that of the relative one. In this section this is explained in §4.2 in a direct and geometric manner and also in §4.1 by more general argument for spinnable foliations. It yields an application on the mapping class of the monodromy, which is given in the final subsection.
Bennequin's Lemma Proposition 4 For spinnable foliations relative Thurston's inequality is stronger than the absolute one.
In this subsection we explain this Proposition. The basic idea is to pass from foliations to contact structures. Let {ξ i } be a sequence of contact structures converging to a foliation F as oriented plane fields. Therefore ξ i 's are isomorphic to T F as an oriented plane bundle, so that their Euler classes coincide. Therefore absolute Thurston's inequality holds if and only if absolute Thurston-Bennequin's inequality holds for ξ i 's.
On the other hand, as to relative inequalities, the situation is more delicate. If ξ i 's satisfy relative Thurston-Bennequin's inequality, relative Thurston's inequality holds for F as well, because any transverse knot to F is also transverse to ξ i 's for large i's. However, even if we take i large enough, it is not true in general that transverse knot to ξ i is transverse to F , and in fact, there exists a sequence of over twisted contact structures converging to a foliation which satisfies relative Thurston's inequality. For spinnable foliations, the situation is better. First, we know a good family of contact structures for a spinnable foliations. [B] ). The detail will be given in a forthcoming paper.
Remark.
Let us take a Reeb component and another copy of it with up side down. They are glued together along the toral boundary to be a foliation F on S 2 ×S 1 . It is easy to see that there is no Seifert surface with positive transverse boundary and therefore the relative inequality holds, while absolute one does not hold since PD(e(T F )) = ±2[S 1 ].
The same situation also happens for the product foliation F ζ = {S 2 × * } on S 2 × S 1 . We know of essentially no other such examples and believe that in fact there are very few.
Practically it seems not hard to deduce the absolute inequality from the relative one in each individual cases.
Closed Surface S and Seifert Surface Σ
In order to construct a Seifert surface Σ which violates the relative inequality, we first describe the closed surface S more precisely in the proof of Theorem c. Take an even permutation (p, q, r) of (0, 1, 3) such that 1
as in the proof of Claim 3.
Then the special solution
for the equation (1) roughly determines the surface S.
On P × R/Z ⊂ M, we give S a detailed description as follows. Let us regard P as a branched double covering over an annulus A = R/Z × [0, 1] with the branch point (0, 1/2) ∈ A and H be the singular foliation on P , which is given as the pull-back of the simple foliation on A defined by the first projection A → R/Z. Let : P → R/Z denote this projection composed with the branched covering. They are depicted in Figure 11 , where the outer boundary of P presents C r and the left and the right inner boundaries present C q and C p respectively. The surface P is divided into two pieces P q and P p as in the figure and i : P i → R/Z ≈ C i denotes the restriction of to P i (i = q, p). Now we modify the surface S into a Seifert surface Σ by using compression disks which are transverse to the axis of S ϕ . Like the arc a on F used in the proof of Theorem c, which connects a point on the boundary ∂F and a point of the subset P ∪ t qr ∪ t rp ∪ t pq (⊂ F ) 
A Result on Mapping Classes
The violation of relative Thurston's inequality for the above spinnable structure F ϕ implies the overtwistedness of Thurston-Winkelnkemper's contact structure associated with the same spinnable structure S ϕ . Moreover, as is mentioned in §1, this implies that the monodromy ϕ is never isotopic to a product of only right-handed Dehn twists. Note that the conditions (i) and (ii) for S ϕ are also satisfied for the spinnable structure Note that if we compose ϕ with a large power of right-handed (resp. left-handed) Dehn twist along a parallel loop of ∂F then we obtain a diffeomorphism isotopic to a product of right-handed (resp. left-handed) Dehn-twists. The existence of the arc a in the proof of Theorem c or in the condition (4) of (II) in §2 forbids adding extra twists along a parallel loop of ∂F .
